The Indian Chemical Manufacturers' Association was inaugurated on the 16th July, 1938 
[The formation of this association is an importani step forward in the general tendency towards the improvement in the quality of drugs which began with the Drugs Inquiry Committee in 1930 If we take it that the police effort has remained constant, a reduction in drugs seized might be considered as proof of fewer drugs coming in.
Again an increased number of traffickers arrested might be taken as showing increased energy and zeal on the part of the police: it might, on the other hand, mean a large increase in traffickers of whom the usual proportion only have been arrested.
On the whole I believe that more black drugs than formerly are getting into the country, that police energy has not actually diminished, that, on the other hand, it has not increased in proportion to the increased traffic and that addiction to hashish and opium is definitely growing greater.
It can be taken as a basic fact that the only deterrent to drugs entering the country is the energy of the preventive services: the desire for drugs remains but cannot be indulged in so long as the preventive cordon is efficient. Failure on the part of the police to keep level with the increased trafficking is largely due to the increased preoccupation of the police, especially _ in the provinces, with the mass of crime work which they cannot escape.
Narcotic trafficking, unlike murders and robberies, does not force itself upon a provincial police officer's attention: it has to be looked for and time and patience spent in its detection. What provincial police officer to-dav has the leisure for this voluntary work?
In the cities, and especially the port cities, the Bureau still has specialized narcotic officers and agents who keep a constant eye on the traffic; they, however, are faced with an arduous and often impossible task in trying to control contraband drugs after they have entered the country.
The mass production of hashish in Syria and of the smuggling of hashish and opium through Qantara, makes our danger front as I have so often pointed out, the Eastern Mediterranean, the Suez Canal and the Gulf of Suez.
It is here that contraband in bulk should be seized before it has had time to enter the heart of the country and be dispersed throughout the provinces.
To do this, the coastguards and the Suez police must be equipped with powerful sea-going launches to deal with off-shore shipping.
Our Eastern front remains as dangerous as ever and beyond this front are the countries of origin, Syria for hashish, Turkey for opium and the Far East for white drugs.
In Altogether during the year 84,677 women and 100,367 children were treated.
